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In The Illustrated Life of Jesus, Hobbs' powerful narrative is paired with beautiful photography

showing significant artifacts and places Jesus lived and taught. Hobbs weaves the Gospel writers'

differing perspectives into one seamless narrative, following Christ from the announcement of his

birth to his glorious ascension. Includes colorful graphics and sidebar information about Jesus' life

and teachings and more than 250 colorful photos.
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This book tries to be or do too much. I was hoping for a chronological, illustrated book on the life of

Christ. This book veers in multiple directions with lots of sidebars and is hard to follow unless you're

really dedicated to it.It's also written in a bit too much of an illustrative style for what I was looking

for. Meaning that, I was looking for facts in writing and illustration in photos and maps. I was hoping

for less verbiage outside of facts.

This book provides good content regarding background details concerning the life of Jesus Christ.

The background details include some interesting archaeological details. I recommend the content of

this book for a introductory study of the historical details of the life of Christ.The problem came with

the formatting for the kindle. This book did have usable maps; which doesn't always happen with

visual aids and the kindle (I have the kindle Fire HDX). However, several of the pictures just didn't

show up. There were pages that were entirely blank. This is unfortunate due to the fact that this was



the primary reason why I purchased this book. There are many other resources with similar to the

content contained in this book but this book provides visuals that aren't available elsewhere.This is

still a good resource overall, I just wasn't able to get as much out of it as I was hoping due to

formatting issues.

My dad has had this book for years, so I knew what I was getting. Herschel Hobbs commentaries

are always well written with historical content that coincides with the religious text.Knowing that

Herschel Hobbs is an excellent historian, the book benefits from many different authors

contributions in sections with expert knowledge and unique content. These sections allow you read

the historical and biblical aspects, along with detailed specific insight into each topic. Topics include

archaeological digs & findings, traditions, use of biblical tools, etc. The book itself is very interesting,

but these articles allow you to learn so much more about a specific topic.

Very good content. My daughter who is in High School read it as well. We both love this book and

find it interesting. I like the fact that it provides extra information not included in the Bible ( history of

a particular area etc.)

Wonderfully detailed work. The illustrations are, of course, not as clear as I would like them to be for

my eyes, but I enjoyed them all. Recommended reading for anyone wanting to know more about life

and times of Jesus while He was on earth.

If you have ever wondered what Israel was like during Jesus' time, how his worl worked, played,

and lived, this book helps to flesh that out. It finishes the picture of His world.

a lot of the illustrations, especially the area around the Sea of Galilee were repetitive, as were many

of the archeological photos.

Great read
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